Spot the 10 differences
The Basque sculptor and engraver forged iron to allow the material to expand and contract naturally. The name of this sculpture, made from weathering steel, is Lotura, meaning “knot” or “union” in Basque.

This visual artist designed this polychrome resin sculpture and depicted two opposing football players.

This representation of the renovator of the Olympic Games welcomes visitors near the Museum entrance. A visionary, Coubertin, already in the early part of the 20th century, hoped to set up a museum that would collect and preserve the heritage of the Games.

This kevlar torso is formed of six upright elements in an irregular shape. The elements split apart and revolve at regular intervals, but the harmony of the curves always remains.

With Coubertin’s statue nearby, the cauldron sums up the history and spirit of the Games. Made of granite and surmounted by a bronze wheel, in the centre is a Olympic fire burning continuously to remind the torch relays from Olympia to the host cities and the ancient origins of the Games.